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With regard to the forces acting between the railway wheel and rail, a

continuous measuring method has already been established for the

wheel load and lateral force.  The method is used extensively in

safety evaluation at the time of the running test1). 

In the meantime, as discussed in one of the Commentary Articles, the

lateral tangential force (lateral creep force) that is strongly involved in

derailment can be worked out if the wheel/rail contact position,

wheel load, and lateral force can be measured.  However, since only

an intermittent measuring method has been available so far,

continuous data could not be obtained.  To solve this problem, we

have developed a system that permits continuous measurement of the

wheel/rail contact position to clarify the relationship between the

lateral tangential force and derailment.  Expanding the intermittent

measuring method2), 3) for the wheel/rail contact position that we

developed previously, we have developed a system that provides

continuous measurements by data processing.

Fig. 1 shows the principle of measuring the wheel/rail contact

position.  The contact position can be identified by examining the

distribution of compression strain generated by the action point of the

wheel load along the direction of plate thickness.  To put it more

specifically, four strain gauges are attached so as to measure the

compression strains across the plate thickness in the holes formed for

measurement immediately above the load-applied portion (position

under test) on the circumference of the wheel and on the side

opposite to it, and to find out the difference between them.  Then a

bridge configuration is formed as shown in Fig. 2.  This arrangement

allows the indicator for the movement of the contact position to be

identified after the influence of temperature changes in one circuit has

been corrected.

Safety from derailment has been evaluated according to the magnitude of the derailment coefficient, which does not always ensure sufficient

safety evaluation, and is not necessarily helpful in clarifying the mechanism of derailment.  To solve this problem, we have developed a system

that provides continuous data on the contact position between the wheel and rail.  To ensure that output is delivered to at least one bridge no

matter where contact between the wheel and rail has shifted as a result of rotation of the wheel, two sets of measuring bridges are provided.

The outputs of both are added after they have been multiplied by the weight assigned in conformity to the phase of the wheel rotation, whereby

continuous outputs are obtained on a real-time basis in the computational processing system that we have developed.  This system has allowed

a contact angle and lateral tangential force to be measured.  At the same time, it provides simultaneous generation of the lateral force value

obtained by correcting the influence resulting from shift of the contact position between the wheel and rail in the lateral direction.  Thus, our

new development efforts have succeeded in providing the data characterized by a greater degree of reliability than before.
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This bridge output has dimensions of length by force, and is subject

to change in proportion to the magnitude of the wheel load even if

the contact position is constant.  Therefore, to specify the contact

position, it is necessary to divide the measurement by wheel load

output and to convert it into the dimension of distance.  Fig. 3 shows

an example of the wheelset and bridge configuration, and Fig. 4

represents an example of output.  This bridge output provides two

intermittent measurements of the shift of the contact position with

reference to the wheel side per rotation of the wheel.

To get continuous measurement data using this principle of

measurement, it is necessary to provide two or more sets of the

intermittent measuring bridges with the phase shifted and to

interpolate these outputs (i.e. find the sum by multiplying an

adequate coefficient).  In this case, it is essential to arrange a strain

gauge mounting position to ensure that output is delivered to at least

one bridge no matter where contact between the wheel and rail has

shifted in the circumferential direction as a result of rotation of the

wheel.

A strain gauge layout position adequate for continuous measurement

of the contact position has been verified by conducting a static load

test, using a wheelset containing eight holes on each wheel used for

continuous measurement of the wheel load and lateral force.

When eight gauge mounting positions are arranged on the wheel on

one side, there are three possible combinations of strain gauge layout

positions for forming one bridge, as shown in Fig. 3.

Method A is the method of combining bridges for continuous

measurement of the wheel load.  It represents how to combine the

bridges that produce the sum at four positions for the output

proportional to the shift of the contact position.

Method B refers to the method that is used as an intermittent
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Fig. 2 Contact position measuring bridge (intermittent measurement)

Fig. 3 Wheelset for measurement and gauge mounting position
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Fig. 4 Contact position measuring bridge output (Result of experiment)
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measuring method.  It works out the sum of the outputs proportional

to the shift of the contact position at two positions opposite to each

other.

Method C produces the sum of the outputs proportional to the shift of

the contact position at four positions with a phase difference of 90

degrees each.

In our experiment, one wheelset was provided with these three types

of measurement bridges.  The action point was shifted to 32 positions

in the circumferential direction and 5 positions in the direction of the

sleeper so that loads were applied to the wheel.  Then we examined

the relationship between the wheel load position and bridge output.

For each of the bridge arrangements in three systems, Fig. 6 shows

the relationship between each output and the position where wheel

load was applied (in the circumferential direction).

In method A, the scope of the output produced for the load shift in

the circumferential direction is wider than that of method B.  For the

shift of the load in the sleeper direction, there is a linear relationship

between the bridge output and load applied position in the sleeper

direction in any position in the circumferential direction.

In method B, the output level with respect to the same load is the

highest, but the width of output production is smaller when the load

has shifted in the circumferential direction.  Thus, it has been made

clear that continuous measurement is possible only when more than

three bridges are used.

In method C, the output level is small, and many inspection points

are required due to variations of four cycles per rotation of the wheel.

Further, interpolation is complicated, so this method is not very

practical.

From the result of our experiment introduced above, we have come

to the conclusion that the configuration of the measuring bridge

according to method A is best suited for continuous measurement of

the contact position.  Fig. 7 shows an example of bridge connection

according to this method.  Here the wheelset for continuous

measurement of the contact position is manufactured by installing two

bridges on one wheel with the phase shifted 90 degrees.

3.1 Correction of test data

In addition to the strain gauge for contact position measurement, the

wheelset used for the field test is provided with strain gauge bridges

for wheel load, lateral force and, depending on the case, lateral

tangential measurement.  These bridges are ideal if they can produce

outputs only for the force of measurement without responding to

other directions forces.  However, mutual interference cannot be

avoided completely, despite repeated improvement of the position

and direction of mounting the strain gauge.  To solve this problem, it

is necessary to check the degree of interference and to correct the

output as required.

Table 1 shows an example where a wheelset is provided with bridges

for the measurement of wheel load (P), lateral force (Q), longitudinal

tangential force (T) and contact position (C) to examine the output

when force in each direction is applied to them.  In this case,

however, the contact position was simulated by applying the wheel

load in the state shifted laterally from the center of the wheel tread.

Thus, dimensions are represented by (length) × (force) in this case.
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Fig. 7 Example of bridge connection for continuous measurement

Type of applied load Measurement sensitivity  με　
Ｐ Ｑ Ｔ Ｃ

Wheel loadＰ(10kN) 49.3 ≒０ ≒０ －
Lateral forceＱ(10kN) 1.1 313.4 ≒０ －13.4
Longitudinal tangential forceＴ(10kN) ≒０ 26.9 20.7 ≒０
Contact positionＣ(10kN･mm) ≒０ 0.80 ≒０ 0.491

Table 1 Example of the result of inspecting the wheelset for measurement
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The result of the test shows that the interference by force in other

directions is smaller for the wheel load and longitudinal tangential

force, and the gauge outputs can be used as the measurements of the

wheel load and longitudinal tangential force, without any

modification.

The lateral force is subjected to a strong influence when wheel load is

applied in the state shifted laterally from the neutral position

(crosshatched portion in the Table).  It is necessary to use the

measurements of the wheel load and contact position to correct it (to

eliminate the output component due to eccentric wheel load).

The contact position is subjected to considerable influence of the

lateral force in this example.  This must also be corrected.

The calculation equation for correction is given by the numerals in

Table 1 where the true values of the wheel load, lateral force and

contact position are assumed as Pt, Qt and Ct, respectively, and the

bridge outputs for measuring the lateral force and contact position are

assumed as Qout and Cout, respectively.

Solving this for Qt and Ct gives true values as intermittent

measurements where the mutual interference between lateral force

and contact position is corrected.

In the case of continuous measurement, the concept of data

correction is the same as that of the intermittent measurement.  It

should be noted, however, that the coefficient used for correction as

shown in Table 1 is subjected to constant change due to the phase of

wheel rotation.

To solve this problem, in the inspection of the wheelset for

measurement, the load-applied position was moved to 32 different

positions in the circumferential direction of the wheel, and each

output was recorded.  By interpolation of such data, we obtained 600

items (equivalent to the resolution of the encoder for detection of

wheel rotation phase) of inspection data for each rotation of the

wheel.

Then assuming that phase of wheel rotation is m (0 ≦ m ≦ 599),

bridge sensitivity to lateral force measurement when lateral force is

applied is QQ1 (m), the bridge sensitivity to contact position pressure

measurement when lateral force is applied is QC1 (m), and the bridge

sensitivity to contact position measurement when the contact position

is shifted is CC1 (m), data is corrected according to the following

equation, where the outputs of a set of bridges for the measurement

of lateral force and contact position are C1out and Q1out, respectively,

and the signal of wheel rotation phase m:

Here Q10 denotes the bridge output for measuring the lateral force

when transversal pressure is actually 0, and C10 indicates the bridge

output for measuring the contact position when the wheelset is

located at the center with respect to the track.  This is not always "0"

due to the conditions of the equipment used for measurement.  In

actual measurement, it is necessary to conduct a low speed traveling

test and to adopt the waveform, thereby determining the zero point of

each input signal waveform.  Solving these equations gives the

following:

For the second set of circuits, Q2t and C2t can be obtained in a

similar manner.  Thus, we can correct the bridge outputs for the

contact position and lateral force.

3.2 Ensuring the continuity of measured data

Fig. 8 shows the concept of ensuring the continuity of measured data

by the weighing function.
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Q1t, Q2t, C1t and C2t obtained from equation (3) are multiplied by

weight according to the rotation angle of each wheel, as shown in

equation (4), to find the sum.  Then the continuous value for wheel

rotation is obtained by interpolation.

Qt : True lateral force (continuous value)

Ct : True contact position  (continuous value)

Pt : True wheel load (continuous value)

Q1t, Q2t : Lateral force bridge output after correction

C1t, C2t : Contact position bridge output after correction

Qs1(m), Qs2(m) : Weighting function for lateral force

Cs1(m), Cs2(m) : Weighting function for contact position

qq : Lateral force bridge sensitivity

cc : Contact position bridge sensitivity

Lateral force and contact position weighing functions can be created

from the data at the time of inspection, by using the weighing

function creating routine of the continuous measuring system for

wheel load and lateral force.  We used the wheel load Pt loaded from

the existing continuous measuring system for wheel load and lateral

force.

3.3 Processing of lateral tangential force

If the contact angle between the wheel load and lateral force is

known in addition to the wheel load and lateral force, the component

(lateral tangential force) in the direction of contact surface can be

identified by geometric computation.  This is very helpful.

Thus, the relationship between the contact point position on when

wheel and contact angle was incorporated into the computational

processing system in the form of a table, thereby calculating the

lateral tangential force Fy from equation (5) and outputting the result.

where α denotes a contact angle corresponding to the contact point

on the wheel.  Further, Qt/Pt, i.e. derailment coefficient is also

produced.

Fig. 9 is a flow chart representing the data processing flow:

We have developed a system that executes data processing discussed

in Chapter 3 on a real-time basis to produce continuous outputs.  Fig.

10 shows the configuration of this system.  The bridge output for

each of the right and left wheels and rotation phase signal obtained

by dividing the portion on the wheel into 600 equal parts are loaded

into the system  at every sampling time of 0.5 or 1 ms through an

input filter (variable in the range from 20 Hz to 1 kHz).  After analog-

to-digital conversion using 12 bits, computation according to

equations (3) to (5) is performed by the DSP (Digital Signal

Processor).  The result of computation is subjected to digital-to-analog

conversion and is output as analog signals for each set of the right

and left wheels through an output filter (variable within the range

from 20 Hz to 1 kHz).  At the same time, it is recorded in a built-in

hard disk drive as a digital signal in a log file.Data on correction

coefficients, weighing functions, wheel tread profile data required for

computation is collected in an inspection of the wheelset for

measurement conducted in advance, and is stored as a parameter file

on the hard disk drive of the processor so that the data can be

referred to whenever required in computation.

Fig. 11 shows the external view of the measuring system.
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Using a prototype continuous measuring system, we conducted a

function test using simulated signals to verify the weighing function

and various types of computational processing, and to improve the

control program.  After that, a bench test was conducted using the

input signal data for this system collected in the previous actual

running tests.

In these tests, we made comparison with the result of simulation and

the VTR showing the status of wheel tread contact at the time of

running test.  It has been confirmed that the values for the output of

the contact position are generally appropriate.  For the outputs of the

lateral force and derailment coefficient, the influence due to the

movement of contact position is corrected.  Therefore, these outputs

are generally greater on the inner track side than the outputs by the

existing continuous measuring system for wheel load and lateral

force, and are smaller on the outer track side, as verified in our tests.

When compared with the result of simulation, the outputs of the right

and left tangential forces seem generally appropriate.

In a final operation verification test, this system was mounted on the

test train on the Kawagoe line in the running test having started in

February 2002, and measurement was carried out in the running test

of actual cars.  Fig. 12 shows an example of the measured waveforms.

This example shows the result of running in a straight line, a curve

and a straight line, in that order.  Immediately before the curve, the

contact position exhibits a big movement of the right and left wheels

in a direction opposite to each other on a periodic basis, without

much lateral force.  This suggests that the wheelset made a slight

zigzag movement.

Upon entering the curve, the wheelset is moved to the outer track

due to the difference in wheel diameters.  So the contact position on
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Fig. 11 External view of a continuous measuring system
for wheel/rail contact position
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5 Bench test and tentative use in a field test

Fig. 12 Example of waveform measured in the actual running test



the outer track side(Left side) moves to the flange and that on the

inner(Right) goes to the tread side.  There is almost no change during

the travel on the curve.  (Lateral force also exhibits transition of an

almost constant magnitude).  It can be seen that zigzag movement

occurs when the train has entered the straight line after running

through the curve.

As described above, it has been verified that a predetermined

measurement can be performed, without any particular problem in

the real-time measurement in the field test, similarly to the case of the

bench test.

The contact position between the wheel and rail could not be

measured in the field test even though it constitutes an important

factor of train motion.  To solve this problem, we have developed a

computational processing system, where two measurement bridges

are mounted on the wheel with a phase difference of 90 degrees, and

the outputs of both are added after they have been multiplied by the

weight assigned in conformity to the phase of the wheel rotation.

Thus, continuous outputs are obtained on a real-time basis.  This

system provides simultaneous generation of the lateral force value

obtained by correcting the influence resulting from shift of the contact

position between the wheel and rail, and also produces the lateral

tangential force.   Thus, this system has succeeded in providing data

characterized by much higher accuracy than that of the conventional

processor.

The development of this system has led to the further clarification of

the behavior of the wheelset while traveling than the previous level.

It is expected to make a contribution to evaluation of traveling safety

and clarification of the derailment mechanism.  Specific methods of

application can be enumerated as follows:

(1) Since it is possible to specify the contact position with the rail

assuming the wheel side as a reference, the new system identifies

how far the wheel has climbed the rail, thereby directly

contributing to evaluation of traveling safety.

(2) For lateral force measurement, if the contact position is known, it

is possible to correct the error caused by the influence of its

movement.  Therefore, measurements of higher accuracy than

before can be provided by a combined use of the continuous

measuring system for wheel load and lateral force.

(3) Although the relationship with derailment has been pointed out so

far, actual measurement has not been possible while a train was

traveling, so the lateral creep force has not been used for

evaluation of safety from derailment.  We can now use this lateral

creep force as an evaluation indicator.

It has become clear that traveling safety cannot be determined only

by a linear form or running conditions, as in the case of low-speed

traveling at the outlet of a sharp curve.  We have paid particular

attention to item (3), and are making efforts for collection of the

measured data in a running test within the railroad compound.  In the

future, through concurrent use of a computer simulation, we are

aiming at further clarification of the relationship between force acting

between wheel and rail in various directions and behavior of the

wheelset.  This is expected to make a contribution when we propose

effective measures for preventing climbing derailment accidents.

In the meantime, the system itself still has a problem; namely, the

portion equivalent to user interface has not yet sufficient developed.

It is not a system that can be used by everybody at present.  While

verifying the usefulness of this system, we will make further efforts to

improve the system, and prepare and improve the operation manuals

and related documents.
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